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The contents of the paper are as follows:
In Section 1 we give a condensed presentation of the basic properties of shellable balanced complexes. This material is included mainly to make the paper reasonably self-contained, but also because of some new results and other improvements. It complements Section 5 of [ 71 in the sense that simple proofs are here provided for all the topological and ring-theoretic properties of Bruhat order referred to there.
In Section 2 it is shown that the weak ordering of a Coxeter group gives rise to a class of shellings of the associated Coxeter complex. As a byproduct one obtains an intrinsic proof that the main classes of Coxeter complexes are piecewise linearly homeomorphic to spheres or Euclidean spaces, without the usual reliance on a geometric representation as the convex cone chamber complex of a Euclidean reflection group. A similar class of shellings is constructed for buildings in Section 4. This construction relies on certain partial orderings of the coset space G/B, G being a group with BN-pair, which when G is a finite Chevalley group over GF(q) can be viewed as "q-analogues" of ordinary weak and Bruhat order. The necessary properties of these orderings are derived in Section 3.
The shellings of a building A constructed in Section 4 have enough flexibility to allow certain deletion arguments which are important for the study of the Stanley-Reisner ring k [A] . Specifically, let A be the building of a Chevalley group G = (G; B, N) over GF(q). We show that any q vertices (and all proper faces incident with them) can be deleted from A without losing shellability. Using results of Baclawski [ 1, 21 and Hochster [ 18 ] When comparing buildings with some other well-known classes of CohenMacaulay complexes one notices an interesting feature which seems common in geometric structures of this kind. This is the existence of a sufficiently rich family of "degenerate" substructures, be it the apartments of a building, the Boolean sublattices of a geometric lattice, or the bases of a matroid. These substructures provide cycles, in terms of which homology can be described. In Section 5 type-selected subcomplexes A,, Jc S, of Coxeter complexes and Tits buildings are studied from this point of view. They possess a natural class of "apartments" and are therefore also "geometric." Some combinatorial properties of such apartments are described leading to the construction of bases for the homology of A,.
A finite Coxeter group or group with a BN-pair acts on each type-selected subcomplex A, of its associated complex. This simplicial action on A,, J E S, induces an action on homology g,,, _ ,(A,, C), i.e., a complex representation pJ. By a familiar argument based on the Hopf trace formula the characters b,, can be related to the characters induced from principal characters of parabolic subgroups. In Section 6 we first review this general construction and then explore some special properties of the homology characters p,. In particular, we are interested in whether these can be realized by matrices having all entries equal to 0, +l, or -1. The irreducible P,-characters of symmetric groups were observed to have this property already by Schur in 1908 127 1. We show that the (0, $1, -1 }-property holds also in some other cases, e.g., for the Steinberg character. Finally, a connection between the homology characters p, of a finite Coxeter group and the Kazhdan-Lusztig characters [ 201 is mentioned.
In the Appendix we show, following a suggestion by Tits, how the shellability arguments of Sections 2 and 4 can be adapted to so-called "weak buildings."
SHELLABLE AND BALANCED COMPLEXES
The purpose for this section is to establish those parts of the theory of shellable balanced complexes which are relevant for the rest of the paper.
The set-theoretic notation used is standard. However, it should be mentioned that A = W,,, Bi stands for disjoint union, i.e., A = Uit, Bi and Bin Bi = 0 when i # j, i, j E Z. Also, the cardinality of a set A is denoted by either card A or IA I. For a given set S, fixed and determined by context, complements of subsets J G S and elements s E S will be denoted j = S --J and (s) = S -(s), respectively.
A linear exterlsion of a partially ordered set (P, <) is a well-ordering (P, <) such that x < ~1 implies x < J' for all x. J' E P. If P is countably infinite we will usually require of a linear extension also that it is a isomorphic as an ordered set to the natural numbers. This extra requirement is not essential, but is adopted for the sake of simplicity.
By a complex (or, abstract simplicial complex) A on vertex set V is meant a collection A of finite subsets of V, called faces, such that x E V implies (x) E A and F G F' E A implies FE A. We allow also the empty complex A=0.
If A#0, then 0EA. If F, F'EA, let [F,F']=(F"EAIFG F" G F'}. As usual, dimension is defined by dim F = card F -1 and dim A = supFEd dim F. Assume from now on that A is pure d-dimensional, i.e., every face is contained in some d-dimensional face. In this case the ddimensional faces are called chambers and the (d -1)-dimensional faces walls. The collection of all chambers is denoted by q& (A). Two chambers C and C' are adjacent if dim(Cn C') = d -1. d is said to be a pseudomanifold if (i) every wall borders exactly two chambers and (ii) any two chambers are linked by a finite sequence of successively adjacent chambers, called a gallery. If 
1). (A) Shellable Complexes
Throughout this section let A be a pure d-dimensional complex of at most countable cardinality. We will be considering linear orderings c,, C,, C,,... of %'& (A). Given such an ordering let A, = c, U c2 U I.* U C, for k > 1, and iet A,, = 0.
DEFINITION.
A is said to be shellable if its chambers can be arranged in linear order C,, C,, C, ,... in such a way that A,-, n c, is pure (d -I )-dimensional for k = 2, 3,... . Such an ordering of P/(d) is called a shelling.
In this definition and in the sequel it is tacitly understood that if A is finite, having say t chambers, then statements like k = 2, 3,... or k > 2 mean k = 2, 3,..., t. The restriction to countable cardinality in this definition of shellability can be relaxed in different ways, cf. Remark 4.21.
Given a shelling, define the restriction of chamber C, by Shellings and their restriction maps have several useful characterizations. Condition (iv) below was observed by Wachs.
PROPOSITION.
Given an ordering C, , C, ,... of V'& (A) arld a map R: WR (A) + A. the following are equivalent:
(i) C, , C, ,... is a shelling and .9 its restriction map, (ii) FEd,~,dF~C~-{x)Ed~~,nc,,
for some x E C, u F 54 x, for some x E ,9(C,). Then Fiii .W(C,), by (/I). Thus, F c C', -{x) for some x E .'#(C,). By (a),_#(Ci) g C, -{x} z Ci, and then by (p) i < k. Hence, C,-(x)EAkm,nC,.
Finally,sE.d(C,)aC,-{Ix]EA,.,. 1
Let us say that A is shellable of characteristic h. if for some shelling. h = card{ C E 'V& (A) 1 ./i(C) = C). It will soon appear that h depends only on A and not on the particular shelling.
THEOREM.
Let A be a shellable d-dimensional complex of characteristic h. Then IId// has the homotopy type of a Mledge of h d-spheres. In particular, A is (d -1 )-connected.
Proof: For some fixed shelling of A, let A* = A ~ (C E 'Rd (A) 1
.&(C) = C). Then A* is shellable, it inherits shelling order and a restriction map from A. If C, is the kth chamber of A*. then since .S(C,) # C,. C, has at least one free wall in A: (i.e., a wall E A: -A:-,). Thus, A: can be collapsed back onto A,*_, . and l/Af-, 11 . is a strong deformation retract of IlA~ll. Since A* = lJhd, A,* it follows that //A*11 is contractible. Now use the fact that smashing a contractible subcomplex does not alter homotopy type: I/ A/l 2 11 A i//II A* 11 (cf. 132, Corollary 5, p. I 18 I). The space llA 11 is obtained from //A*// by attaching the remaining h d-cells 11 Cl1 along their entire boundary. Thus, when 11 A* /I is smashed, 11 A/I is deformed into a wedge of h d-spheres. (i): If A is finite, having say t chambers, then .Z(C,) = C, for some 1 < n < t. If this were not so, then llA I\ = 11 AJ z lBd by the preceding paragraph, and any wall on the nonempty boundary of A would border only one chamber. Suppose that X(CJ # Ci for all i < E Then II A,-, (I z iBd, and I/ A,_ i n c,ll= II bd(cJ g sdP1. Also, bd(C,) c bd(A,_ ,) and I/bd(A,-,)(I r sd-i, and so bd(c,J = bd(A,-i). Hence, the two p.1. d-balls A n ~, and c, are glued together along their entire boundary to get A,, , consequently llAnll E Sd. No more chambers can now be added to A, without forcing some wall into three chambers, hence n = t.
(ii) and (iii): If A is infinite, then .a(C,) # Ci for all i > 1, as the preceding argument shows. Hence, 11 A II is contractible by Theorem 1.3. Now, suppose A is locally finite. Then one can select a sequence 1 < n, < nz < n3 < . . . of integers such that /I An,11 is contained in the interior of II A,,-,I1 for all i > 1. Since all /lA,,ll are p. Suppose that A is balanced and shellable. Fix J L S, and let h, = card(C E V4 (A) ) r(.$(C')) =J). Then A, is shellable of characteristic h, .
ProojI
If r(F) =J, then by Proposition 1.2 there exists a unique C,. E V6 (A) such that .a(C,,) s (ii) Uniqueness. Suppose that >I= xi-, 6ipi(B), pi(d) E RIO!, and thatp, =pZ = ... =pg-1 = 0 and p, # 0. All terms of 6, p,(B) are of the form rx!lxel . .a xF*, r E R -(O}, ej > 1, {xi,, xi, ,..., xi,} = FE A, and F 2,3+'(C,), ana among them there is at least one for which F c C,. That term cannot be cancelled by a term coming from a later product Jipi(t?), i > g, because then 9(Ci) 5 F c C,, contradicting property 1.2(i$). Hence, y # 0. 1 From now on let R = k be a field. The ring k(A] has a standard grading induced by setting deg xi = 1, 1 < i < n. Such a ring is said to be CohenMacauluj if it is a free and finitely generated k[n]-module for some, and equivalently all, homogeneous system(s) of parameters rr. Since 8 = (19~1 s E S) is clearly a system of parameters, i.e., dim,k[A j/(e) < co, we deduce the following result, first obtained by Hochster. 
COXETER COMPLEXES
Throughout this section (IV. S) will denote a Coveter group ("systeme de Coxeter"), and the set S of distinguished generators will be assumed finite. The notation and terminology of Bourbaki 18, pp. 9-221 will be adopted. In particular, for JL S let LV, be the subgroup (called parabolic) generated by J. Also, for s E S recall the notation (s) = S -{s}.
The weak ordering of W is defined as follows. For RI, ~9' E W let ~7 < \I" mean that there exist s,, s:...., sk E S such that I(iss, sZ ... si) = I(W) + i for I < i < k and M'S, s2 ". s,: = 1%". Here /(NY) denotes the length function on W. The more familiar Bruhat ordering (or, strofzg ordering) of W is defined in the same way except that one allows s, , s? ,..., sk E ( IVSW ' 1 M' E W. s E S}.
Except for in Sections 5 and 6 the Bruhat ordering will be of little use to us.
The weak ordering has many linear extensions since (WE W / I(w)) =j} is finite for all j > 0. In fact, it can be shown that every linear ordering of W which contains the Bruhat ordering is well-ordered, but the same is not in general true for the weak ordering. Further information about the two orderings of Coxeter groups can be found in (61 and [ 161.
For w E W, define the descent set G'(w) = {s E S ( M'S < w), and for JZ S define the descent class G'J = {w E W 1 Q(w) = J}. Also, let WJ = (w E W 1 ws > w for all s E J} = U,Eji/l,. It is well known that each w E W can be uniquely factored w = uv, u E WJ, u E W,, and then l(w) = I(U) + I(u) 18 In particular, the fundamental chamber C, is stabilized by (e), hence w t+ C,,. is a bijection Wt, V'4 (A).
Two chambers C,. and C,, are adjacent if and only if w' = ws for some s E S. Consequently, A is a pseudomanifold.
THEOREM.
Let (W, S) be a Coxeter group, 1 S 1 < 00. Then any linear extension of the weak ordering of W assigns a shelling order to the chambers of A = A( W, S). As a consequence, for all J c S, the tJ)pe-selected subcomplex A, is shellable of characteristic lQJ\.
Proof. Since S is finite, W is at most countable. Suppose that VJ (d) is linearly ordered in such a way that w, < w2 implies C,., < CH,,. Let C,. be the kth chamber in this ordering, and let A,-, as usual denote the subcomplex generated by the k -1 first chambers. Suppose that F c C,. Then The theorem contains topological information about the type-selected subcomplexes as well, and in this connection it becomes of interest to study the possible descent classes. Recall that if W is finite there exists a unique element n'O E W such that n',< ).I'" for all IV E W 18, p. 43). Furthermore, if (W, S) is a general Coxeter group and )I' E W, then V(nl) = S o W is finite and KJ = bvO. Suppose for JC S that W, is finite and denote by n>JJ) the top element of W,. Then, clearly, every coset u W, has a unique representative of maximal length, viz., uw,(J) (taking u E WJ). Also, JW= (w E W 1 Q'(w) 2 J} is the set of maximal coset representatives. Now. let A = d( W, S), J E S, and consider the type-selected subcomplex A,.
COROLLARY.
The following are equivalent for all J G S:
Proof. The equivalence of (ii) and ( This formula can also be deduced from Alexander duality since IId 11 is a sphere. By Corollary 2.4 it is equivalent to the following formula of Solomon [29] : (Without loss of generality one could assume that K,,, ~, = C',.) Also, the reverse of a Bruhat shelling order is a shelling. Thus, all the chambers which contain any preassigned nonempty face can be arranged to come last in a shelling. It follows that if any vertex and all faces containing it are removed, the remaining complex is still shellable. More generally, by the same method as in Theorem 4.8 below one can show that all faces which have nonempty intersection with some fixed nonempty face of d can be deleted from A without losing shellability or diminishing dimension. In particular, it follows that all finite Coxeter complexes are 2-Cohen-Macaulay in the sense defined after Corollary 4.9.
BN-PAIRS: ORDERINGS OF G/B
Let G be a group with a BN-pair ("systeme de Tits") in the sense of Bourbaki [ 8, pp. 22-321 and Tits [39] . Recall that W = N/B n N (the Wqvl group) is a Coxeter group with a uniquely determined set S of Coxeter generators. The cardinality of S, called the rank of G, will always be assumed finite. For each J z S there is a standard parabolic subgroup G, = B W,B = U,,.E,V, BwB. It is a fundamental fact that G = l,jlvE,, BwB (Bruhat decomposition). Suppose that X z G is a subset such that XB c X. Then X is a union of left cosets gB, and we write X/B = (gB 1 g E X). This applies in particular to double cosets BwB, and for w E W define the index q,< = card(BlzlB/B). The following facts (i)-(iv) can be found more or less explicitly formulated in If in this definition one uses instead the Bruhat ordering of W, one gets a corresponding strong ordering of G/B. One sees that in these partial orderings B is the unique minimal element, and if W is finite there are qw,, maximal elements. Furthermore, if gB = bwB then all maximal chains from B to gB have length I(W). For finite Chevalley groups over GF(q) these orderings could be regarded as "q-analogues" of Coxeter weak and Bruhat order, since each w E W splits into q'("" points in G/B.
As an example take G = GL,(L,). and let B and N be the subgroups of FIGURE I upper triangular and monomial matrices, respectively. Then W is the symmetric group S,, whose weak ordering is depicted in Fig. 1 . The additional covering relations in the Bruhat ordering are dotted. Fig. 2 shows the weak ordering of G/B. Again. the extra edges for the strong ordering are dotted. In this drawing the left cosets which belong to a common double coset are grouped together, and the groups are distributed in correspondence with For J&S, let GJ=BWJB=u W,EW., BwB. The crucial property we will need is that GJ/B acts as a set of minimal coset representatives modulo G,.
PROPOSITION.
Fix J c S. Given gB E G/B there exists a unique g'B E GJ/B such that g'B E gG,. Furthermore, then g'B < gB. and let g'B = buB. Then, buB = bwv-'B s bwG, = gG,. In addition, u < w implies that buB < bwB. Now, suppose that also b'u'B c_ gG,, 6' E B, u' E WJ. Then In particular, C, is stabilized by B, so g M C, determines a bijection G/B tt PA (A). Two chambers C, and C,, are adjacent if and only if g-'g' E BsB for some s E S. It follows that a wall C, -{ gG,,,} lies in exactly q, + 1 chambers.
In Section 1 shellability was for convenience defined only for countable complexes. The extension to arbitrary cardinality is straightforward, cf. Remark 4.21 at the end of this section.
THEOREM.
Let G be a group with BN-pair offiniie rank and with building A = A(G; B, N). Then any linear extension of the weak ordering of G/B assigns a shelling order to @?& (A). It follows for each J s S that A, is shellable of characteristic CM,E Q, q,.
Proof
Suppose that @& (A) is well-ordered in such a way that g, B < g,B implies C,, < CRZ. Let Cbw, b E B, w E W, be the ath chamber and let A,, denote the subcomplex generated by its predecessors. The argument is now formally analogous to that for Coxeter complexes, the key point here, however, being Proposition 3.3. Suppose that F c C,,.. Then FEA<, u F z C,,,.,. C*'+ < Chw, u bwG,,, = b'w'Gc,T, for all s E r(F), C',,,,., < C, ,,,, Two chambers C, and C,, in a spherical building are said to be opposite if C, = g"(C,) and C,, = g"(C,") for some g" E G. For instance, in the terms of the preceding proof Cbjwo, i E I, are the chambers opposite to C,,. Oppositeness is clearly a symmetric relation. for the remaining qs -1 chambers C E X. Furthermore, if 0 < 6 < Z(w,) then both cases occur for suitably chosen walls F and F' of C,.
One proves the sublemma either combinatorially using Lemma 3.19.7 of Tits [ 39, p. 5 11, or directly in terms of the ambient group. In the latter case one takes C,, = C, and C, = Cbwr b E B, w E W, and shows that the first case is equivalent to ws > w and the second to ws < w. (Remark:
The sublemma can be regarded as a geometric interpretation of the basic relations of the Hecke algebra X (G, B) .)
Now, suppose the chambers C', C',..., C', 1 <j < k, have a common opposite. Among all such pick one C, which maximizes d(C,, Cj") = 6. > g,B) ). The reverse inclusion is easily established by a counting argument using that givpB # givp, B when p # p' and that q,,,qlF, = q,,, when w = wp') and w' = w,,((s;)) (cf. 
COROLLARY.
A is (q6 + l)-Cohen-Macauluy.
This result is sharp in the sense that A is not (qc + 2)CM. To see this,
choose s E S so that qs = qc and let F be a wall of type (s). Then lk, F consists of qs + 1 vertices, and if these are removed from A the remaining complex is no longer pure, hence not CM. In view of Corollary 4.9 and formula (4.11) it is in principle possible to express the qc last Betti numbers of the face ring of a building in terms of indices qwocJj related to the top elements of parabolic subgroups. Letting n = Csss [G: G($,], one obtains 
]). Baclawski uses this in (21 to prove that if A is 2-CM and balanced then O(k[A]) EZS k(A],
where I is the homogeneous ideal generated by g,_ ,(A, k). Notice that the elements of l? dp ,(A, k), being k-linear combinations of chambers C, can be considered as elements in k[A] by passing to the corresponding monomials x(C)* Now let A = A(G; B, N) be a finite building. By combining Proposition 4.5, Theorem 4.8, and Baclawski's result, one obtains the following concrete characterization of the canonical module of a building. 
PROPOSITION. Let C E g&(A) and A, = {C E ,&/z(A) / C E C). Then Q(k [A]) is isomorphic with the ideal I in k [

IUZldl
The finite buildings of irreducible linear diagram type are those of type A,, Cd, F,, or Gi"", m = 6 or 8. They are all isomorphic with the order complexes of proper parts of certain lattices. In particular, if A is a finite building of type A,, C,, or F, then A z A(L), where L is the subspace lattice of a d-dimensional projective or polar space or a metasymplectic space, respectively. Such spaces are discussed in Tits [39] .
For simplicity we assume from now on that G is a finite Chevalley group over GF(q) of type A,, C,, F,, or G,, and that A and L are the corresponding building and lattice, such that A z A(L). Let (W, S) be the Weyl group of G. As before, one may in a natural way identify S with (13))).
Remark.
It is straightforward to extend Definition 1.1 and the relevant parts of the theory of shellable complexes to arbitrary cardinality as follows. Let A be a pure d-dimensional complex. A shelling is a well-ordering of V&(A)={C,laEA} such that (Uo,,cD)nC, is pure (d-l)-dimensional for all elements a in A except the first. Let A,, = Uocn (?D and define .,Z(C,) = {x E C, 1 C, -{x) E A<,}. Now Proposition 1.2 goes through after only notational adjustment, and Theorems 1.3 and 1.6 remain valid. In the proof of Theorem 1.3 one may need to use transfinite induction and the fact that an increasing union of contractible complexes is contractible to show that A* is contractible.
The proof of Theorem 1.6 is unchanged.
The extended notion of shellability in terms of well-orderings applies very naturally to buildings and also to some other complexes of combinatorial interest, e.g., the order complexes of infinite geometric lattices and the independence and broken circuit complexes of infinite matroids (cf. 14, 5 I).
For 
TYPE-SELECTED SUBCOMPLEXES
In the preceding sections certain properties of type-selected subcomplexes of Coxeter complexes and buildings have been obtained as byproducts of results for the full complexes. Taking a closer look one finds that these subcomplexes have an interesting combinatorial structure of their own, which in fact makes them reminiscent of weak buildings. In particular, they possess a natural class of apartments. For simplicity we will formulate the following discussion mostly in terms of Coxeter complexes. Any linear extension of the weak ordering of Wj assigns a shelling order to P4 (A,) with restriction map .5?(C) = (C),,,,,,.,, .
Let A be a Coxeter complex as before. For F E V4 (Aj) define C, = lk, F. Then on the one hand Z, z A( W,,J) (cf. 139, p. 191) and on the other C, is a subcomplex of A,. We will call such subcomplexes apartments of A, and write &)(A,) = {Z, 1 FE Fx? (Aj)}. The map F + C, is, in general, a manyto-one correspondence FJ$ (Aj) -+ -@'/z(A,). However, it is in many cases oneto-one, and at least for the complexes A which come from posets (cf. Proposition 4.18) it is easy to characterize when this occurs. In any case, there is a kind of "duality" between chambers and apartments in the two "dual" complexes A, and Aj. Let us formally state some basic combinatorial properties of the pair (A,, Mb(A,)).
PROPOSITION.
(i) A, is a shellable and balanced complex.
(ii) Every Z E .M/z(AJ) is a Coxeter complex ofJixed type.
(iii) Given C, C' E gL (A,) there exist C = C,, C, ,..., Ck = C' in qd (A,) and 2,. C, ,..., C, in -@'Jo such that Cj-, , Ci E Ci for i = 1, 2 ,..., k.
(iv) There exists a group of type-preservitzg automorphisms of A, which is transitive on pairs (C, Z) E '&A (A,) X .rri"/z(A,) such that C E C.
ProoJ: Parts (i) and (ii) are clear, and it is easy to see that W acting on A, has property (iv).
Recall that given I c S every u' E W can be uniquely represented on the form w = UL!, u E W', u E W,. Define n,(w) = U. For (iii) we may assume that C' = (C,),.
Let it', = n!(C). Define HI? = nJ(ul,), M'~ = ?zj(~-s~), ~t'~ = x,(MJ~), w5 = n;-( w,), and so on. It is a consequence of (iv) that (v) if C, C' E .J/z(A,) and r= 2 n C' f' 'Vh (A,) then given any C E f there exists a type-preserving isomorphism C-, C' which leaves C invariant. We do not know whether, like in a building, the same is true with respect to any pair C, C' E f. It can be shown that if C # C' and 0 < card r < cc then r is the set of maximal faces of a shellable triangulation of the (/.I/ -I)-ball (the same is true for apartments in a building). Tits has pointed out 139, p. 38) that a system for which (i).
(ii), (iii) with k = 1, and a certain strengthening of (v), hold, is a weak building having many of the properties of a building. The ways in which the pair (A,, .~'fi(A~)) of a type-selected Coxeter subcomplex fails to be a building is in a sense analogous to the ways in which the pair (W,f, W,,) fails to be a BN-pair in W.
LEMMA.
Suppose A = A( W, S), J L S, and C E .w"/z(A,,).
(i) There exists a unique chamber C, E % (C) such that K$C,) < w(C) under Bruhat order, for all other C E Vb (L').
(ii) If W, is finite there exists a unique chamber C' E 'FL (C) such that w(C') > w(C) under Bruhat order, for all other C E VL (C). Furthermore, w(C') E 2/J. Similarly, for the first part of (ii) the choice C' = (C rmti,,lJ)J will do, where w" = w'w,,(J) E JW. It remams to show that ~j(w") E GJ:
Let U" = ~j(w"). Since u" E WJ we have G(u") E J. Suppose ti(u") # ./ and let s E J -g(u"). Since w" E J W we have s E a(~"). Now, using wellknown properties of Bruhat order (cf. Deodhar [ 16, Theorem 1.1 I), first the hypotheses U" < w", u"s > u", and w"s < w" imply that U"S < w". and then if WI/ = utrufl and u" = s,sZ ... sk and D" =s;s; e.. si E WY are reduced expressions then u"s can be obtained as a reduced subword u"s = (si,si, .--sid)(sj,sj12 a--sje), 1 < i, < i, < ..a < id< k, 1 <j, (j, < ... < j,fq. Furthermore, since U" < u"s it is possible to delete some letter in this reduced expression for u"s and get one for u". If d < k, such a reduced expression for U" would end in an sj E j, contradicting the fact that P(u") f? j = 0. If d = k, then u"s = U"S; for some sj E j contradicting the fact that s 6!E j. Hence, Q(u") = J. a Let us now assume that A = A(W, S), J E S, and that W, is finite. We know from Theorem 2.1 and Corollary 1.4 that &,(dJ, Z) is a free Abelian group of rank lQJi, and it is natural to expect to find a basis for homology in terms of the spherical apartments.
For C E xf'/z(AJ) let pr be the fundamental cycle of the spherical complex C E A( W,, J). Thus, pZ is a nonzero element of g,,, ~ ,(A,, Z) uniquely determined up to sign. Specifically, if gh (Z) = ((C,), 1 w E u W,}, u E WJ, then Pz =CL'EwJ (-1)"" (C,,,),. In analogy with the case of buildings, cycles of the form pz will be called elementary.
The map w: xf/~(A,) + GJ defined by v(Z) = w(CZ) is well defined (by Lemma 5.3) and clearly surjective.
THEOREM.
Let A be a system of representatioes of the sets li/-'(M'), w E rr,. Then the elementar?) cycles (pr / C E A} form a basis for fi ,J,-l('J,
Proof Consider a linear combination CJ = C"=, nipz, for which ni E P -{O}, Zi E A, i = 1, 2 ,..., k. If w(C"j) is a maximal element in the Bruhat ordering of the set { w(C'i) 1 i = 1,2,..., k}, then from Lemma 5.3(ii) one sees that pzi has a nonzero C"j-term if and only if i = j. Hence, u # 0.
Let p E t?,J,Pi(dJ, Z), and define D@) = {w E GJ ) p has a nonzero (C,.),-term}. If D@) # 0 take a maximal element w, E D@) and let C, be A's representative from the set li/-'(w,).
Then choose n, E L so that w1 6Z D@ -n,pxl). Lemma 5.3(ii) shows that the process can be continued until for a sequence C,, C, ,..., Z:, E A and n,, n, ,..., nk E Z one gets D@ -Cf=, nipzi) = 0. Then p -Cf=, nipr, is a cycle in the contractible subcomplex AT = A, -((C,), / w E GZJ) and hence equals zero. m
The development of an investigation into the structure of type-selected subcomplexes of buildings runs parallel to the preceding discussion, so to avoid tedious repetition we shall merely mention a few key points and state the results. For the rest of this section let A = A (G; B, N for a unique gB E GJ/B, and we will write gB = B(C) and u'= IV(C). where ~1 E W is uniquely determined by gB = bwB, b E B. M' E W. The weak partial ordering is inherited by Gj/B as a subset of G/B.
Any linear extension of the weak ordering of Gj/B assigns a shelling order to <VL (A,) ic-ith restriction map .2'(C) = (C),.,,,.,,.,, The remarks made in Section 4 about the Stanley-Reisner ring of a building can be routinely extended to type-selected subcomplexes. Let d be a finite building (resp. Coxeter complex), and 0 # JE S. Since A is (qG + 1)CM (resp. 2-CM) it follows that A, is also (qc + I)-CM (resp. 2CM). Consequently, as in Section 4, k[A,] is a Cohen-Macaulay ring of we C ,,,EGJqc (resp. card QJ) whose canonical module is isomorphic to the ideal generated by elementary cycles chosen as in Theorem 5.6 (resp. Theorem 5.4).
In [9] Bromwich constructed bases for the homology of type-selected subcomplexes of finite buildings and Coxeter complexes. Her bases can be shown to correspond to a certain choice for A in Theorems 5.4 and 5.6.
HOMOLOGY REPRESENTATIONS
The action of a finite Coxeter group or group with a BN-pair on a typeselected subcomplex A, of its associated complex induces a representation by linear transformations of H,,+,(AJ, C). In this section we will investigate some properties of such homology representations. We begin with a quick review of the general construction. No notational distinction is made between a representation and its character.
Let A be a finite, shellable, and balanced complex on vertex set If= uses v,, and suppose that G is a group of type-preserving automorphisms of A. In fact, since W (resp. G) acts transitively on (FE A / f(F) = I) and Stab((C,),) = Wf (resp. Gf), this action is equivalent with left coset action, and consequently its character is induced from the principal character of Wf (resp. G,), i.e., a, = IndEi(l) (resp. a, = It-id&(l)). Now use (6.1), and for the degree Theorems 2.1 and 4.1. Notice that in the Coxeter case as, and hence zJzs p,, is the left regular representation.
Alternating sums of induced characters as above for Coxeter groups were first shown to be genuine characters (and not merely virtual) by Solomon 1301. The identification with pJ is due to Solomon [ 29, 3 1 ] for J = S and to Bromwich [9] for J # S. Proof. It suffices to find elementary cycles (pE 1 C E A} forming a basis for HI,,-,(A,, Z) such that for any 2' E -"/r (d,) if pZ, = C n,p, then n, E {O, +l, -1 } for all C EA. The case (iii) is therefore settled by Proposition 4.5. In the case (iv) the complex A, is a truncated Boolean algebra or truncated projective geometry and hence comes from a geometric lattice. Bases with the required property were constructed in [S, Sect. 41 for the homology of any geometric lattice. Once case (i) is established case (ii) will automatically follow by duality /3, = epj. It remains to prove (i), which will be done following a general remark.
Consider first the Coxeter group case. Suppose that for each w E pJ there is a cycle p,,, in I?,,,-,(AJ, J) such that Suppose that p,,,, has been defined for all w strictly less than some w E 'I;, and that (a) and (b) hold for all such w'. A, is a graph and the edges which occur in p,,, form a circuit 3,. If (C,), is the only edge from Q = ((C,,), / W' E 9()} in K,, let p,,, = p,. If not, and (C,.,), E Q is another such edge then by Lemma 5.3(ii) w' < w. The edges which occur in pwT form a circuit K,,., and the symmetric difference K,,,AK,.. is a disjoint union of circuits. Hence, we may find in i?,,AK,,,, a circuit which contains (C,,.),, and by the construction such a circuit cannot contain (C,,), nor any edge from Q which was not already an edge of I?,,,. Repeating the process if necessary to get rid of more edges from Q, we are able to construct in a finite number of steps a circuit K, which is free of all edges from Q except (C,),. Let p,, be the fundamental cycle of the l-sphere K,. Then conditions (a) and (b) hold also for w. By induction, then, {p, 1 w E gJ} is a unitary basis.
For the case of a type-selected subcomplex A, of a building, ]J] = 2, the proof is completely analogous, a key point being the analogue of Lemma 5.3 for special apartments. Since the cases ]J] < 1 are trivial, statement (i) is proved. 1 6.5. Remark. Schur observed in [27, p. 6781 that the hook irreducible representations of S, + i can be realized by {0, + 1, -1 }-matrices. Thus the Coxeter group case of part (iv) is due to him. Also, the J= [n] case of (iv) for GL,(q) is due to Stanley [36, Sect. 51.
Schur (lot. cit.) also raised the question whether all irreducible representations of S,, i have the (0, +l, -1 }-property. This was later answered in the negative by Young [42, p. 2611 , at least for the Schur-Young integral realizations. We are grateful to Garsia for providing this reference. The available evidence suggests that instead the homology characters p, might be a natural class to which Schur's discovery for the hook characters could be generalized.
We conjecture that all P,-characters for all finite Coxeter groups and BNpairs can be realized by (0, + 1, -1 }-matrices. A likely method of proof would be to find unitary bases for homology, either by an explicit construction starting from elementary cycles as in the preceding proof or by indirect methods. For instance, it can be shown that if the complexes dp U (C,), are 2-Cohen-Macaulay for all w E eJ, then fi,,, _ ,(A,, Z) has a unitary basis (here A,* = A, -((C,), 1 w E aJ)), and similarly for buildings. 6.6. Remark.
The proof for case (i) was purposely phrased in the particular terminology of Coxeter complexes in order to suggest a method which might work also when ]J] > 3. The ]J] = 2 case is actually a special case of the following more general fact. Let r be any connected graph (ldimensional complex) and let G be a group of automorphisms. Then G's induced action on E?,(T, C) yields a representation which can be realized by (0, + 1, -1 }-matrices. 6.7. Remark.
In [20] Kazhdan and Lusztig define a remarkable class of representations of Coxeter groups. To describe how these are related to the homology representations considered here we must recall some facts. Finally, the submodules -i-(E, 1 'V G ' W) form a filtration of JE, isomorphic as a partially ordered set with the GL ordering of the corresponding cells, so JE = @v7E.,R. ,I?,.
In a sense formula (6.8) generalizes the Solomon-Stanley decomposition of p, for symmetric groups to general Coxeter groups. However, the Kazhdan-Lusztig representations are not necessarily irreducible in general. To see the connection in the case of symmetric groups, recall the RobinsonSchensted correspondence, which is a fundamental bijection w --t (P(n>), Q(W)) between S, + 1 and the set of pairs of standard Young tableaux of size n + 1 and equal shape (cf. Knuth 122. Sect. 5.1.41). Kazhdan and Lusztig [ 20, Sect. 51 show that if W, W' E S, + , , then w -, W' if and only if Q(W) = Q(w'). Furthermore, if P is a cell in S,, 1. IV E '6, and shape Q(W) = A, then KLv = xl. Thus by (6.8) a given irreducible character x*' occurs in p, as many times as there are standard Young tableaux of shape A having descent set J.
It is unknown to us whether there is any natural class of representations of finite Chevalley groups which provides nontrivial decompositions of their homology characters analogous to (6.8 ). It appears that the existence of such a class would be related to the existence of a combinatorially significant cell structure on G/B.
APPENDIX: WEAK BUILDINGS AND TITS GEOMETRIES
In this paper we have considered only "concrete" buildings, i.e., buildings which are constructed on an underlying group. Tits has axiomatically defined the notion of an "abstract" building [39, p. 381, for which the buildings of BN-pairs are the motivating examples. His classification theorem [39] shows that all abstract buildings of irreducible spherical type and rank 23 actually arise from BN-pairs. Tits has kindly pointed out to us that the shellability proof can be adapted to the wider setting of "weak" buildings, which includes all Coxeter complexes and abstract buildings and also some other similar geometries. The weak buildings have recently gained importance because of their central role in the emerging theory of TitsBuekenhout diagram geometries [41, 45] , and particularly in view of the recent work of Tits [42] . In this Appendix we will comment on the role of shellability in this wider context. Let A be a pure d-dimensional complex. The distance d(C, C') between two chambers C, C' E FL (A) is as usual defined as the minimal length of a gallery beginning with C and ending with C' (we assume that finite connecting galleries always exist). Let C* E SF4 (A). Then the radial ordering of g~$ (A) away from the fundamental chamber C* is defined by: The terminology used for this concept varies somewhat: weak buildings are called "weak buildings whose apartments are Coxeter complexes" in [ 39 1 and just "buildings" in [42] . As pointed out by Tits [39, pp. 38 , 2341 many of the formal properties of actual buildings (and certainly the ones used below) remain true for weak buildings.
Al. THEOREM.
Let A = (A, &') be a weak building and C* E Vh (A). Then any linear extension of the radial ordering away from C* assigns a shelling order to @?J$ (A). Proof Suppose that < is a well-ordering of qd (d) such that C ? C' implies C< C'. For Cf C* let A,, = UCsrC Cl. Suppose that FE end,,.
The projection D = proj,; C* is a chamber containing F 139. p. SO] and by Lemma 3.19.6 of [39] we have d(C*, C')=d(C*. D) + d(D, C'), i.e., D g C' for all chambers C' containing F. Since by assumption C is not the first chamber with this property it follows that D 2 C. Let D=C,tC,T ... pC,,=C be a maximal chain (equivalently, c, . c, ,. .., C, is a minimal length gallery from D to C). Then the wall G=C,-, n C lies in d,, since C,-, < C. and F E G since in fact F G Ci for all 0 < i< II by [39. Proposition 3.13 1. Hence, Cn A_,. is pure (dim d -1) . dimensional.
The preceding result provides a common generalization to the qualitative part of Theorems 2.1 and 4.1. It can be shown that there are similar extensions to weak buildings of many of the properties derived in Sections 4 and 5. However, we will not pursue this further. A is a flag complex (i.e., any set of pairwise incident vertices is a face), (G2) for every face F of cardinality <lZl -2 the link (or residue) lk, F is connected, (G3) A is balanced V = Wi,, Vi so that if F is a face of type t(F) = Z -(Lj}, i #-j, then lk, F is a generalized M(i,j)-gon.
For a complete discussion of this concept see Tits [41, 421. If (A, d ) is a weak building and M is the Coxeter diagram associated to the isomorphism class of its apartments then A is a Tits geometry of type M. Theorem A.1 suggests that one might ask whether other Tits geometries are shellable. The work of Tits [42] shows that this is hardly ever possible. If FE A, I' = Z -r(F) and M' is the Coxeter diagram on Z' obtained by restricting M, then we will say that lk,F is a residue of type M'.
A3. PROPOSITION.
Suppose that A is a Tits geometry for which all residues of type C, and H, are weak buildings. Then A is shellable if and only if A is a weak building.
ProoJ: One direction is provided by Theorem Al. Suppose that A is shellable. Then every link lk, F, FE A, is shellable, as can easily be seen, e.g., from Proposition 1.2. It follows from Theorem 1.3 that all links lk,F of dimension 22 are simply connected (in the topological sense). Hence, A is residually simply connected (in the combinatorial sense of [42] ), and Theorem 1 of Tits [42] shows that A is a weak building.
A4. Remark. Buekenhout [45] has defined a class of geometries of type M, where M is a diagram of a more general kind than a Coxeter diagram. The construction is essentially the same as in the definition of Tits geometries above except that axiom (G3) now also allows rank 2 residues of types other than generalized n-gons, see [41, 45] 
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